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REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRYMARCO ZAMBONAbstrat. We show that ertain submanifolds of generalized omplex manifolds (�weakbranes�) admit a natural quotient whih inherits a generalized omplex struture. Thisis analog to quotienting oisotropi submanifolds of sympleti manifolds. In partiularGualtieri's generalized omplex submanifolds (�branes�) quotient to spae-�lling branes.Along the way we perform redutions by foliations (i.e. no group ation is involved) forexat Courant algebroids - interpreting the redued �evera lass - and for Dira strutures.Contents1. Introdution 12. Review of Courant algebroids 33. The ase of exat Courant algebroids 43.1. Reduing exat Courant algebroids 43.2. Adapted splittings 83.3. The �evera lass of the redued Courant algebroid 103.4. Expliit formulae in the split ase 124. The ase of Dira strutures 145. The ase of generalized omplex strutures 166. The ase of (weak) branes 196.1. Reduing branes 196.2. Reduing weak branes 216.3. Cosympleti submanifolds 24Referenes 251. IntrodutionConsider the following setup in ordinary geometry: a manifold M and a submanifold Cendowed with some integrable distribution F so that C := C/F be smooth. Then we havea projetion pr : C → C whih indues a vetor bundle morphism pr∗ : TC → TC. If M isendowed with some geometri struture, suh as a sympleti 2-form ω, one an ask when
ω indues a sympleti form on C.This happens for example when C is a oisotropi submanifold1. Indeed in this ase thepullbak i∗ω of ω to C has a kernel F whih is of onstant rank and integrable, and the lose-ness of ω ensures that if p and q lie in the same F-leaf then (i∗ω)p and (i∗ω)q projet to thesame linear sympleti form at pr(p) = pr(q), so that one obtains a well-de�ned sympletiform on C. An instane of the above is when there is a Lie group G ating hamiltonianlyon M with moment map ν : M → g

∗ and C is the zero level set of ν (Marsden-WeinsteinDate: Marh 15, 2011.1This means that the sympleti orthogonal of TC is ontained in TC.1



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 2redution [17℄).In this paper we onsider the geometry that arises when one replaes the tangent bundle
TM with an exat Courant algebroid E over M (any suh E is non-anonially isomorphito TM ⊕ T ∗M). In this ontext redution by the ation of a Lie group has been onsideredby several authors (Burstzyn-Cavalanti-Gualtieri [3℄, Hu [11, 12℄, Stienon-Xu [19℄, Tolman-Lin [15, 16℄); in this paper we do not assume any group ation. Unlike the tangent bundlease, knowing C does not automatially determine the exat Courant algebroid over it.We have to replae the foliation F by more data, namely a suitable subbundle K of E|C(projeting to F under the anhor map π : E → TM); we determine onditions on K thatallow to onstrut by a quotienting proedure a Courant algebroid E on C (Theorem 3.7)endowed with a morphism from E to E (Remark 3.9). Our onstrution follows losely theone of Bursztyn-Cavalanti-Gualtieri [3℄, in whih a suitable group ation on E is assumed.In [3℄ the group ation provides an identi�ation between �bers of E at di�erent points;in our ase we make up for this asking that there exist enough �basi setions� (Def. 3.3).We also desribe how a submanifold C with a foliation F , one equipped with a suitablemaximal isotropi subbundle L of E|C , naturally has a redued Courant algebroid over itsleaf-spae C (see Prop. 3.14). We desribe in a simple way (see Def. 3.11) whih splittingsof E indue 3-forms on M (representing the �evera lass of E) whih desend to 3-formson C (representing the �evera lass of E). Finally, in the ase when the exat Courantalgebroid E is split, we give an expliit and simple desription of the redution proedureof Thm. 3.7 in terms of di�erential forms (Prop. 3.18).One we know how to redue an exat Courant algebroid, we an ask when geometristrutures de�ned on them desend to the redued exat Courant algebroid. We onsiderDira strutures (suitable subbundles of E) and generalized omplex strutures (suitableendomorphisms of E). We give su�ient onditions for these strutures to desend in Prop.4.1 and Prop. 5.1 respetively. The ideas and tehniques are borrowed the literature itedabove, in partiular from [3℄ and [19℄ (however our proof di�ers from these two referenesin that we redue generalized omplex strutures diretly and not viewing them as Dirastrutures in the omplexi�ation of E).The heart of this paper is Setion 6, where we identify the objets that automatiallysatisfy the assumptions needed to perform generalized omplex redution. When M is ageneralized omplex manifold we onsider pairs onsisting of a submanifold C of M andsuitable maximal isotropi subbundle L of E|C (we all them �weak branes� in Def. 6.9).We show in Prop. 6.10 that weak branes admit a anonial quotient C whih is endowedwith an exat Courant algebroid and a generalized omplex struture; this onstrutionis inspired by Thm. 2.1 of Vaisman's work [21℄ in the setting of the standard Courantalgebroid.Partiular ases of weak branes are generalized omplex submanifolds (C,L) (also knownas �branes�, see Def. 6.3), whih were �rst introdued by Gualtieri [9℄ and are relevant tophysis [14℄. Using our redution of Dira strutures we show in Thm. 6.4 that the quotients
C of branes, whih by the above are generalized omplex manifolds, are also endowed withthe struture of a spae-�lling brane (i.e. C together with the redution of L forms a brane).This is interesting also beause spae �lling branes indue an honest omplex struture onthe underlying manifold [8℄.The redution statements we had to develop in order to prove the results of Setion 6are versions �without group ation� of statements that already appeared in the literature



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 3[3℄[11, 12℄ [2, 19℄ [15, 16℄ [21℄. Consequently many ideas and tehniques are borrowed fromthe existing literature; we make appropriate referenes in the text whenever possible. Inpartiular we followed losely [3℄ (also as far as notation and onventions are onerned).Plan of the paper: in Setion 2 we review exat Courant algebroids, mainly following[3℄. In Setion 3 we perform the redution of exat Courant algebroids, determine objetsthat naturally satisfy the assumptions needed for the redution, and omment on the re-dued �evera lass. In Setion 4 we perform the redution of Dira strutures, and presentas an example the oisotropi redution in Poisson manifolds. In Setion 5 we redue gener-alized omplex strutures and omment brie�y on generalized Kähler redution. The mainsetion of this paper is Setion 6: we redue branes and weak branes, providing few exam-ples. We also give a riteria that allows to obtain weak branes by restriting to osympletisubmanifolds.Aknowledgments: I am very indebted to Henrique Burstzyn for larifying to mesome of the onstrutions of [3℄, and to Maro Gualtieri for some ruial disussions at theGeometry Conferene in Honor of Nigel Hithin (September 2006), during whih he lari�edoneptual issues and also suggested some of the tehniques used in this paper. FurthermoreI thank M. Bader, A. Cattaneo, G. Cavalanti, M. Craini, F. Faleto, B. Sardua and M.Stienon for disussions. I also thank A. Cattaneo for supporting my attendane to severalonferenes relevant to this work and F. Faleto for a visit to the Universidad de Zaragozawhere part of this work was done.Further I aknowledge support from the Forshungskredit of the Universität Zürih andpartial support of SNF Grant No. 20-113439. This work has been partially supported by theEuropean Union through the FP6 Marie Curie RTN ENIGMA (Contrat number MRTN-CT-2004-5652) and by the European Siene Foundation through the MISGAM program.2. Review of Courant algebroidsWe review the notion of exat Courant algebroid; see [3℄ and [11℄ for more details.De�nition 2.1. A Courant algebroid over a manifold M is a vetor bundle E → M equippedwith a �brewise non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form 〈·, ·〉, a bilinear braket [·, ·] on thesmooth setions Γ(E), and a bundle map π : E → TM alled the anhor, whih satisfy thefollowing onditions for all e1, e2, e3 ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(M):C1) [e1, [e2, e3]] = [[e1, e2], e3] + [e2, [e1, e3]],C2) π([e1, e2]) = [π(e1), π(e2)],C3) [e1, fe2] = f [e1, e2] + (π(e1)f)e2,C4) π(e1)〈e2, e3〉 = 〈[e1, e2], e3〉 + 〈e2, [e1, e3]〉,C5) [e1, e1] = D〈e1, e1〉,where D = 1
2π∗ ◦ d : C∞(M) → Γ(E) (using 〈·, ·〉 to identify E with E∗).We see from axiom C5) that the braket is not skew-symmetri:

[e1, e2] = −[e2, e1] + 2D〈e1, e2〉.Hene we have the following �Leibniz rule for the �rst entry�: [fe1, e2] = f [e1, e2] −
(π(e2)f)e1 + 2〈e1, e2〉Df .De�nition 2.2. A Courant algebroid is exat if the following sequene is exat:(1) 0 −→ T ∗M

π∗

−→ E
π

−→ TM −→ 0



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 4To simplify the notation, in the sequel we will often omit the map T ∗M
π∗

→ E∗ ∼= E andthink of T ∗M as being a subbundle of E. Given an exat Courant algebroid, we may alwayshoose a right splitting σ : TM → E whose image in E is isotropi with respet to 〈·, ·〉.Suh a splitting indues the losed 3-form on M given by
H(X,Y,Z) = 2〈[σX, σY ], σZ〉.Using the bundle isomorphism ∇+ 1

2π∗ : TM ⊕ T ∗M → E, one an transport the Courantalgebroid struture onto TM ⊕T ∗M . The resulting struture is as follows (where Xi + ξi ∈
Γ(TM ⊕ TM∗)): the bilinear pairing is(2) 〈X1 + ξ1,X2 + ξ2〉 =

1

2
(ξ2(X1) + ξ1(X2)),and the braket is(3) [X1 + ξ1,X2 + ξ2]H = [X1,X2] + LX1ξ2 − iX2dξ1 + iX2iX1H,whih is the H-twisted Courant braket on TM ⊕T ∗M [18℄. Isotropi splittings of (1) di�erby 2-forms b ∈ Ω2(M), and a hange of splitting modi�es the urvature H by the exatform db. Hene there is a well-de�ned ohomology lass [H] ∈ H3(M, R) attahed to theexat Courant algebroid struture on E; [H] is alled the �evera lass of E.We refer to [3℄ and [11℄ for information on the group of automorphisms Aut(E) and itsLie algebra Der(E). Here we just mention few fats, the �rst of whih underlies many ofour onstrutions: for any e ∈ Γ(E), [e, ·] is an element of Der(E) and hene integratesto an automorphism of the Courant algebroid E. Notie that for losed 1-forms ξ (seen assetions of T ∗M ⊂ E) we have [ξ, ·] = 0 by (3). Further, any 2-form B on M determines avetor bundle map TM ⊕ TM∗ → TM ⊕ TM∗ by eB : X + ξ 7→ X + ξ + iXB [9℄ and these�gauge transformations� satisfy(4) [eB ·, eB ·]H = eB [·, ·]H+dB .3. The ase of exat Courant algebroidsIn this setion we redue exat Courant algebroids (see Thm. 3.7 and Prop. 3.18), displayobjets whose quotient is naturally endowed with a redued exat Courant algebroid, andthen omment on the relation between a Courant algebroid and its redution, as well as onthe relation between the �evera lasses.3.1. Reduing exat Courant algebroids. Let M be a manifold and E an exat Courantalgebroid over M . We �x a submanifold C.Lemma 3.1. Let D → C be a subbundle of E suh that π(D⊥) ⊂ TC (where D⊥ denotesthe orthogonal to D w.r.t. the symmetri pairing), and e1, e2 setions of D⊥. Then theexpression [ẽ1, ẽ2]|C , where ẽi are extensions of ei to setions of E → M , depends on theextensions only up to setions of D.Proof. Fix extensions ẽi of ei (i = 1, 2). We have to show that for funtions fi vanishingon C and setions êi of E we have [ẽ1 + f1ê1, ẽ2 + f2ê2]|C = [ẽ1, ẽ2]|C up to setionsof D. By the Leibniz rule C3) and sine π(e1) ⊂ TC we have [ẽ1, f2ê2]|C = 0. Also

[f1ê1, ẽ2]|C = 2〈ê1, ẽ2〉(Df1)|C ⊂ N∗C ⊂ (π(D⊥))◦ = D ∩ T ∗M 2. The term [f1ê1, f2ê2]|Cvanishes by the above sine (f1ê1)|C is a setion of D. �2Indeed for any subspae D of a vetor spae T ⊕ T ∗, denoting by π the projetion onto T , we have
D ∩ T ∗ = (π(D⊥))◦. This follows from (D ∩ T ∗)⊥ = D⊥ + T ∗ = π−1(π(D⊥)).



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 5Remark 3.2. If D → C is a subbundle of E suh that π(D⊥) ⊂ TC we an make sense of astatement like � [e1, e2] ∈ Γ(D)� for e1, e2 ∈ Γ(D⊥): it means that [ẽ1, ẽ2]|C ∈ Γ(D) for one(or equivalently, by Lemma 3.1, for all) extensions ẽi to setions of E → M . Similarly, wetake [Γ(D⊥),Γ(D⊥)] ⊂ Γ(D) to mean [e1, e2] ∈ Γ(D) for all e1, e2 ∈ Γ(D⊥).Now �x an isotropi subbundle K → C of E, i.e. K ⊂ K⊥, suh that π(K⊥
x ) = TxC ateah x ∈ C.De�nition 3.3. We de�ne the spae of setions of K⊥ whih are basi w.r.t. K as(5) Γbas(K

⊥) := {e ∈ Γ(K⊥) : [Γ(K), e] ⊂ Γ(K)}.Remark 3.4. To ensure that a setion e of K⊥ be basi it su�es to onsider loally de�nedsetions of K that span K point-wise. That is, it su�es to show that for every point of Cthere is a neighborhood U ⊂ C and a subset S ⊂ Γ(K|U ) with span{kp : k ∈ S} = Kp (forevery p ∈ U) so that [S, e|U ] ⊂ Γ(K|U ). Indeed from the �Leibniz rule in the �rst entry� itfollows that [Γ(K), e] ⊂ Γ(K) .Lemma 3.5. Assume that the setions of Γbas(K
⊥) span K⊥ at every point, i.e. that

span{ep : e ∈ Γbas(K
⊥)} = K⊥

p for every p ∈ C. Then1) [Γ(K),Γ(K⊥)] ⊂ Γ(K⊥)2) [Γ(K),Γ(K)] ⊂ Γ(K).Proof. Fix a subset of setions {ei} ⊂ Γbas(K
⊥) that spans point-wise K⊥. For any setion

k of K and funtions fi (so that the sum ∑

fiei is loally �nite) by the Leibniz rule we have
[k,

∑

fiei] ⊂ K⊥, proving 1). Now 1) is equivalent to 2), as an be seen using axiom C4) inthe de�nition of Courant algebroid: let k1, k2 be setions of K and e a setion of K⊥. Then
〈[k1, e], k2〉 + 〈e, [k1, k2]〉 = π(k1)〈e, k2〉 = 0 beause π(K) ⊂ π(K⊥) = TC. �Remark 3.6. A onverse to Lemma 3.5 for loal setions is given in [4℄.The proof of the following theorem is modeled on Thm. 3.3 of [3℄.Theorem 3.7 (Exat Courant algebroid redution). Let E be an exat Courant algebroidover M , C a submanifold of M , and K an isotropi subbundle of E over C suh that
π(K⊥) = TC. Assume that the spae of (global) setions Γbas(K

⊥) spans point-wise K⊥(i.e. that span{ep : e ∈ Γbas(K
⊥)} = K⊥

p for every p ∈ C) and that the quotient C of
C by the foliation integrating π(K) be a smooth manifold. Then there is an exat Courantalgebroid E over C that �ts in the following pullbak diagram of vetor bundles:

K⊥/K //

��

E

��

C // C

.

Proof. Notie that sine π(K) has onstant rank i� π(D⊥) does (use the previous footnoteor eq. (2.17) of [20℄) it follows that π(K) is a regular distribution on C. Further, by theassumption on basi setions and item 2) of Lemma 3.5, π(K) is an integrable distribution,so there exists a regular foliation integrating π(K). We divide the proof in 3 steps.Step 1 To desribe the vetor bundle E we have to explain how we identify �bers of
K⊥/K over two points p, q lying in the same leaf F of π(K). We do this as follows: weidentify two elements ê(p) ∈ (K⊥/K)p and ê(q) ∈ (K⊥/K)q i� there is a setion e ∈



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 6
Γbas(K

⊥) whih under the projetion K⊥ → K⊥/K maps3 to ê(p) at p and ê(q) at q. Toshow that this proedure gives a well-de�ned identi�ation of (K⊥/K)p and (K⊥/K)q, weneed to show that if e1 and e2 are setions of Γbas(K
⊥) suh that e1(p) and e2(p) map to

ê(p), then e1(q) and e2(q) map to the same element of (K⊥/K)q.Pik a �nite sequene of loal setions k1, . . . , kn of K that join p to q, i.e. suh thatfollowing suessively the vetor �elds π(ki) for times ti the point p is mapped to q. Extendeah ki to a setion k̃i of E. Denote by e
ad

k̃i the Courant algebroid automorphism of Eobtained integrating ad
k̃i

= [k̃i, ·], and by Φ the omposition ead
tnk̃n ◦ · · · ◦ e

ad
t1 k̃1 . Sine e1is a basi setion we have [ki, e1] ⊂ K for all i. So Φ(e1(p)) − e1(q) ∈ Kq , and similarly for

e2. Now e1(p) − e2(p) ∈ Kp by assumption, so beause of item 2) of Lemma 3.5 we have
Φ(e1(p)−e2(p)) ∈ Kq. We dedue that e1(q)−e2(q) also belong to Kq and therefore projetto the zero vetor in (K⊥/K)q .It is lear that E, obtained from K⊥/K by identifying the �bers over eah leaf of π(K) asabove, is endowed with a projetion pr onto C (indued from the projetion pr : K⊥/K →
C). E is indeed a smooth vetor bundle: given any point p of C hoose a preimage p ∈ Cand a submanifold S ⊂ C through p transverse to the leaves of π(K). S provides a hartaround p for the manifold C, and pr−1(S) is a vetor subbundle of K⊥/K proving a hartfor E around p.Notie that pulling bak by the vetor bundle epimorphism K⊥/K → E we an embedthe spae of setions of E into the spae of setions of K⊥/K, the image being the image of
Γbas(K

⊥) under the map K⊥ → K⊥/K. In other words, we have a anonial identi�ation
Γ(E) ∼= Γbas(K

⊥)/Γ(K).Step 2 The pairing 〈·, ·〉 on the �bers of E indues a symmetri bilinear form on eah �berof K⊥/K, whih is moreover non-degenerate beause it is obtained by �odd linear sympletiredution�. This pairing desends to E, beause for any two given setions e1, e2 ∈ Γbas(K
⊥)the expression 〈e1, e2〉 is onstant along eah leaf of π(K): for any setion k of K we have

π(k)〈e1, e2〉 = 0 using C4).For the braket of setions of E, �rst notie that Γbas(K
⊥) is losed (in the sense ofRemark 3.2) under the braket [·, ·] of E: if e1, e2 ∈ Γbas(K

⊥), then for any setion k of Kwe have by C4) 〈[e1, e2], k〉 = −〈e2, [e1, k]〉+π(e1)〈e2, k〉. This vanishes sine e1 is basi and
π(e1) is tangent to C, so [e1, e2] is a setion of K⊥. Further it is basi again by the �Jaobiidentity� C1): for any setion k of K we have [k, [e1, e2]] = [[k, e1], e2] + [e1, [k, e2]]. Now byde�nition of basi setion eah [k, ei] lies in K, and applying one more the de�nition of basisetion4 we see that [k, [e1, e2]] ⊂ K, i.e. that [e1, e2] is basi. In the light of Lemma 3.1,what we really have a well-de�ned bilinear form Γbas(K

⊥) × Γbas(K
⊥) → Γbas(K

⊥)/Γ(K).Using the de�nition of basi setion we then have an indued braket on Γbas(K
⊥)/Γ(K),whih as we saw is anonially isomorphi to Γ(E).

3In other words, we give a anonial trivialization of (K⊥/K)|F by projeting into it a frame for K⊥|F on-sisting of basi setions; by assumptions we have enough basi setions to really get a frame for (K⊥/K)|F .4Together with the fat that for any setion k̂ of K we have [e1, k̂] = −[k̂, e1] + 2D〈e1, k̂〉 and D〈e1, k̂〉 ⊂
N∗C = K ∩ T ∗M .



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 7We de�ne the anhor π : E → TC to make the following diagram of vetor bundlemorphisms ommute:
K⊥ //

π

��

K⊥/K // E

π

��

TC // TC

.

To show that π is well-de�ned we hoose an element v of Ep and view it as a setion ẽof (K⊥/K)|F , where F is the leaf of π(K) orresponding to p. We de�ne π(v) as π(ẽp) ∈

TpC/π(Kp) ∼= TpC, for p ∈ F and abusing notation by alling π the map (K⊥/K)p →

TpC/π(Kp). We have to show that the above de�nition is independent of the point p ∈ F :take any basi setion e ∈ Γbas(K
⊥) de�ned near F and mapping to ẽ under K⊥ → K⊥/K.We have to show that π(e) is a projetable vetor �eld; this is the ase sine for any vetor�eld Y on C tangent to the leaves of π(K) we an write Y = π(k) for a smooth setion of

K, and by C2) and the de�nition of basi setion [Y, π(e)] = π([k, e]) ⊂ π(K).Step 3 Up to now we have de�ned the vetor bundle E → C and endowed it with a �ber-wise non-degenerate symmetri pairing, with a bilinear braket on Γ(E) and an anhor π. Itis straightforward to hek that the axioms C1)-C5) in the de�nition of Courant algebroid(Def. 2.1) are ful�lled.We are left with showing that E is an exat Courant algebroid. To this aim it su�esto show that rk(E) = 2dim(C) and that the kernel of the anhor π is isotropi in E5.The dimension of C is equal to the rank of π(K⊥)/π(K), whih is dim(M) − rk(K) asan be seen using K ∩ T ∗M = (π(K⊥))◦. The rank of E is the rank of K⊥/K, whihis 2(dim(M) − rk(K)). The kernel of π is the image under K⊥ → K⊥/K → E of
(π|K⊥)−1(π(K)) by the ommutativity of the above diagram, and it's isotropi i� the latteris. Now (π|K⊥)−1(π(K)) = K + (K⊥ ∩ ker(π)), whih is isotropi beause both K and
ker(π) are. �Remark 3.8. We give an alternative way to desribe the identi�ation (see Step 1 of theabove proof) between �bers of K⊥/K over two points p, q lying in the same leaf of π(K):they are identi�ed by the ation of any sequene of setions of K joining p to q. Morepreisely, pik a �nite sequene of loal setions k1, . . . , kn of K that join p to q, pikextensions k̃i ∈ Γ(E) and denote again by Φ the indued Courant algebroid automorphismof E. By item 1) of Lemma 3.5 Φ preserves the subbundle K⊥ of E. By item 2) of thesame lemma Φ preserves K, hene it indues a linear map (K⊥/K)p → (K⊥/K)q . For any
e ∈ Γbas(K

⊥) we have Φ(e(p)) − e(q) ∈ Kq. So, when Γbas(K
⊥) spans point-wise K⊥, themap (K⊥/K)p → (K⊥/K)q gives the same identi�ation as in the proof of Thm. 3.7 (heneit is independent of the hoies of k̃i's and their extensions).5Any Courant algebroid satisfying these two onditions is exat, as we show now (stiking to our previousnotation for E). By dimension ounting it follows that π is surjetive and that ker(π) is maximal isotropi.Fix a ovetor ξ ∈ T ∗C. Then for all e ∈ ker(π) we have

0 = 〈π(e), ξ〉TC,T∗C = 〈e, π∗(ξ)〉E,E∗ = 〈e, Ψ(π∗(ξ))〉E.Here the subsripts indiate that the �rst two are pairings of a vetor spae with its dual and the thirdone the non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form on E; Ψ : E∗ → E is the indued isomorphism. Now sine
ker(π) is maximal isotropi it follows that Ψ(π∗(ξ)) ∈ ker(π). Sine this holds for all ovetors ξ we obtain
π∗(T ∗C) ⊂ ker(π), and sine π∗ is injetive beause π is surjetive, we dedue that E is exat.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 8Remark 3.9. The Courant algebroids E and E in Thm. 3.7 give rise to two piees of data:the submanifold S := {(p, p)|p ∈ C} of M × C and a subbundle F := {(e, e)|e ∈ K⊥} of
(E × E)|S . The subbundle F is maximal isotropi in E × E− (where the supersript �−�denotes that we invert the sign of the symmetri pairing on E), we have (π × π)(F ) = TS,and F is losed under the Courant braket on the produt Courant algebroid E × E− (inthe sense of Remark 3.2). These three statements are easily heked using the Courantalgebroid struture on E as de�ned in the proof of Thm. 3.7. Hene the subbundle F → Sprovides a morphism of Courant algebroids from E to E as de�ned 6 in Def. 6.12 of [1℄ orin Def. 3.5.1 of [13℄.We present a simple example:Example 3.10 (Quotients of submanifolds). Take E to be TM ⊕ T ∗M with the untwistedbraket, i.e. the one given by setting H = 0 in (3). Let C be a submanifold endowedwith a regular distribution F , and assume that the quotient C = C/F be smooth. Take
K := F ⊕ N∗C (so K⊥ = TC ⊕ F◦). We want to hek that the basi setions of K⊥span K⊥. Γ(K) is spanned by vetor �elds on C lying in F and di�erentials of funtionsvanishing on C. Sine the latter (as all losed 1-forms) at trivially, it is enough to onsiderthe ation of a vetor �eld X ⊂ F . Let Y ⊕df |C be a setion of K⊥, where Y is a projetablevetor �eld and f is the extension to M of the pullbak of a funtion on C. The ation of
X on this setions is just [X,Y ] ⊕ (LXdf)|C , whih lies again in K. Sine suh Y ⊕ df |Cspan K⊥ we an apply Thm. 3.7 and obtain a redued Courant algebroid on C. Of oursethis is just TC ⊕ T ∗C with the untwisted braket.The above example an be also easily reovered from Prop. 3.14 below (hoosing L =
TC ⊕ N∗C there) or from Prop. 3.18 (hoosing F ∈ Ω2(C) to be zero).3.2. Adapted splittings. In this subsetion we onsider �good� splittings of an exatCourant algebroid E → M , and using their existene we determine simple data on a foliatedsubmanifold that indue an exat Courant algebroid on the leaf spae.Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M and let C be a submanifold endowed witha oisotropi subbundle K⊥ of E satisfying π(K⊥) = TC. Assume that π(K) is integrableand C := C/π(K) smooth.De�nition 3.11. We all a splitting σ : TM → E of the sequene (1) adapted to K ifa) The image of σ is isotropib) σ(TC) ⊂ K⊥) for any vetor �eld X on C whih is projetable to C we have σ(X) ∈ Γbas(K

⊥).Remark 3.12. For suh a splitting it follows automatially that σ(π(K)) ⊂ K. Indeed by
π(K⊥) = TC, b) in the de�nition above and K⊥∩T ∗M = (π(K))◦ we have K⊥ = σ(TC)+
(π(K))◦. Now 〈σ(π(K)), σ(TC)〉 = 0 by a) in the de�nition above and 〈σ(π(K)), (π(K))◦〉is equal to one-half the pairing of π(K) and (π(K))◦, whih is zero. Hene σ(π(K)) haszero symmetri pairing with K⊥, so σ(π(K)) ⊂ KThe following proposition says that splittings adapted to K exist if and only if the reduedexat Courant algebroid E as in Thm. 3.7 exists.6We atually use a slight modi�ation of the de�nitions of [1℄ and [13℄, for in these two referenes S isrequired to be the graph of an honest map M → C. Further in [1℄ Courant algebroids are endowed withthe skew-symmetri Courant braket.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 9Proposition 3.13. Let K → C be an isotropi subbundle of E with π(K⊥) = TC andassume that π(K) is integrable and C := C/π(K) smooth. Then splittings adapted to Kexist if and only if Γbas(K
⊥) spans K⊥ at every point of C.Proof. Assume �rst that a splitting σ adapted to K exists. Let X be a projetable vetor�eld on C. By ) of Def. 3.11 σ(X) we will lie in Γbas(K

⊥). Take a funtion on C, pullit bak to a funtion on C and extend it to a funtion f on M . Then df |C is a setion of
(π(K))◦ = T ∗M ∩ K⊥. Further it lies in Γbas(K

⊥): for any k ∈ Γ(K) we have
[k, df |C ] = −[df |C , k] + d〈k, df |C 〉 ⊂ N∗C ⊂ Kbeause df as a losed 1-form ats trivially and it annihilates π(K). Sine K⊥ = σ(TC) +

(T ∗M ∩ K⊥), taking all projetable vetor �elds X and funtions f as above we see that
Γbas(K

⊥) spans K⊥ at every point of M .Conversely, assume now that Γbas(K
⊥) spans K⊥ at every point of M . Then by Thm. 3.7the Courant algebroid E over C exists. We show that any isotropi splitting σ : TC → Ean be �lifted� to a splitting of E adapted to K. For any point p ∈ C (and its image p ∈ C)onsider the ommutative diagram

K⊥
p

��

π
// TpC

��

(K⊥/K)p ∼= Ep

π
// TpC

.

To simplify the notation we leave out the footpoints until the end of this paragraph. Chooseany subspae S suh that S⊕K = K⊥, and use the isomorphism π|S : S → K⊥/K to obtainfrom σ(TC) ⊂ E ∼= K⊥/K a subspae A ⊂ S. By onstrution A maps isomorphially onto
TC by the left and bottom map of the diagram, hene the same is true also using the topand right map. In partiular π(A) is a omplement to π(K) in TC, allowing us to de�ne
σ : π(A) → A ⊂ K⊥. We summarize the situation in the following ommutative diagram:

K⊥
p ⊃ Ap

��

π
// π(Ap)

��

⊂ TpC

Ep
∼= (K⊥/K)p ⊃ σ(TpC)

π
// TpC

.

Notie that A is isotropi in E beause σ was an isotropi splitting of E. Extend σ :
π(A) → A to TC so that the resulting σ : TC → K⊥ maps π(K) to K. Then b) of Def.3.11 is satis�ed, and sine σ(TC) is isotropi ondition a) is also satis�ed.We are left with showing that ) of Def. 3.11 holds, i.e. that if X is a basi vetor �eldon C, then σ(X) ∈ Γbas(K

⊥). Writing X = Xπ(A) + Xπ(K) we see that σ(X)p is the sumof a setion of Kp and the lift to Ap of σ(X)p ∈ Ep
∼= (K⊥/K)p. The projetion of σ(X)pto (K⊥/K)p is just σ(X)p, i.e. it does not depend on p but just on its image p ∈ C. Thisshows that σ(X) indues a well-de�ned setion of E and hene lies in Γbas(K

⊥). Now onean extend7 σ : TC → K⊥ to the whole of M and obtain an isotropi splitting TC → E. �7At any point p of C �rst extend σ from TpC to TpM as follows. Again we suppress the index �p�.Sine σ(TC)∩T ∗M = {0} it follows that (σ(TC))⊥ maps surjetively onto TM under π; hoose a subspae
W with σ(TC) ⊂ W ⊂ (σ(TC))⊥ whih maps isomorphially onto TM . W is a omplement in E to the(maximal) isotropi subspae ker(π), hene we an deform it anonially to a (maximal) isotropi subspae



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 10Now we are able to determine a lass of objets8 that admit a redued exat Courantalgebroid on their quotient:Proposition 3.14. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M , C a sub-manifold endowed with a regular integrable foliation F so that C/F be smooth, and L amaximal isotropi subbundle L ⊂ E|C with π(L) = TC suh that [Γ(K),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L)where K := L∩π−1(F). Then the assumptions of Thm. 3.7 are satis�ed, hene E desendsto an exat Courant algebroid on C/F .Proof. Notie that K is isotropi and has onstant rank, beause ker(π|K) = K ∩ T ∗M =
L ∩ T ∗M = N∗C has onstant rank and π(K) = F has onstant rank by assumption.Also K⊥ = L + F◦, so π(K⊥) = TC. Let σ : TM → E be an isotropi splitting suhthat σ(TC) ⊂ L. Sine π(L) = TC suh a splitting always exists. We laim that σ isautomatially a splitting adapted to K (Def. 3.11). Sine L ⊂ K⊥ we just have to hekthat if k ∈ Γ(K) and X is a projetable vetor �eld on C then [k, σ(X)] ∈ Γ(K). Byassumption this braket is a setion of L, and π([k, σ(X)]) = [π(k),X] ⊂ F sine π(k) liesin F and X is projetable, so altogether it follows that σ is a splitting adapted to K. ByProp. 3.13 the existene of a splitting adapted to K implies that Γbas(K

⊥) spans pointwise
K⊥, and we are done. �3.3. The �evera lass of the redued Courant algebroid. As in the previous sub-setion let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M and let C be a submanifold endowedwith a oisotropi subbundle K⊥ of E satisfying π(K⊥) = TC. In Theorem 3.7 we showedthat, when ertain assumptions are met, one obtains an exat Courant algebroid E over thequotient C of C by the distribution π(K). In this subsetion we will disuss how to obtainthe �evera lass of E from the one of E.Assume that π(K) is integrable, C := C/π(K) smooth, and σ a splitting adapted to K.We start observing that j∗Hσ desends to a 3-form on C, where j is the inlusion of C in
M . We need to hek that iX(j∗Hσ) = 0 and LX(j∗Hσ) = 0 for any vetor �eld X on Ctangent to π(K). Sine Hσ is losed by Cartan's formula for the Lie derivative we just needto hek the �rst ondition: take a vetor X ∈ π(Kp) and extend it to a vetor �eld tangentto π(K); take vetors Y,Z ∈ TpC and extend them loally to projetable vetor �elds of C.Sine σ is an splitting adapted to K we know that σ(Y ) ∈ Γbas(K

⊥), and sine σ(X) ⊂ K(by Remark 3.12) we have [σ(X), σ(Y )] ⊂ K. Therefore
Hσ(X,Y,Z) = 2〈[σ(X), σ(Y )], σ(Z)〉 = 0,(6)whih is what we needed to prove. Even more is true by the following, whih is an analogof Prop. 3.6 of [3℄ (but unlike that proposition does not involve equivariant ohomology;see also [16, 15℄).Proposition 3.15. Assume that C is a smooth manifold. If σ is a splitting adapted to Kthen j∗(Hσ) desends to a losed 3-form on C whih represents the �evera lass of E.

Ŵ of E as one does in sympleti linear algebra (see Chapter 8 of [5℄; here we think of 〈·, ·〉 as an odd linearsympleti form). Expliitly, we de�ne a map φ : W → ker(π) by 〈φw, ·〉|W = − 1
2
〈w, ·〉|W and de�ne Ŵ asthe graph of φ. Sine φ maps σ(TC) to zero we have σ(TC) ⊂ Ŵ , and Ŵ is still transverse to the kernelof π, allowing us to de�ne σ : TM → Ŵ ⊂ E. Now we just extend Ŵ ⊂ E|M in any way to a subbundle of

E → M and apply the same onstrution as above to deform it into an isotropi subbundle.8Compare also with Def. 6.1 and Def. 6.9.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 11Proof. We �rst desribe an isotropi splitting σ of E indued by σ. Fix a distribution B on
C suh that π(K) ⊕ B = TC. Fix a point p ∈ C and de�ne the subspae Dp as the imageof σ(Bp) under K⊥

p → (K⊥/K)p (here we use σ(Bp) ⊂ K⊥
p by b) in Def. 3.11). Notie thatsine σ(Bp) ∩ Kp = {0} all four arrows of this ommutative diagram are isomorphisms:

K⊥
p ⊃ σ(Bp)

��

π
// Bp

��

⊂ TpC

Ep
∼= (K⊥/K)p ⊃ Dp

π
// TpC

.

It is lear that Dp is isotropi beause σ(Bp) is. Reversing the bottom isomorphism weobtain a linear map σp : TpC → Dp ⊂ Ep. We want to show that this map dependsonly on p and not on the hoie of point p in the π(K)-leaf F sitting over p. To this aimtake X ∈ TpC, lift it (using the Ehresmann onnetion B for the submersion C → C) to
X ∈ Γ(B|F ). σp(X) is by de�nition the image of σ(Xp) under the left vertial isomorphism,and it depends only on p beause by ) in Def. 3.11 σ(X) is a setion of Γbas(K

⊥) (de�nedover F ). So we obtain a well-de�ned splitting σ of the Courant algebroid E over C.To ompute the 3-form on C indued by j∗Hσ pik three tangent vetors on C at somepoint p, whih by abuse by notation we denote by X,Y ,Z. Extend them to vetor �elds on
C and lift them to obtain vetor �elds X,Y,Z whih are projetable. σ(Z) lies in Γbas(K

⊥),and using the ommutativity of the above diagram we see that it is a lift of σ(Z) ∈ Γ(E).The same holds for X and Y , therefore, by the de�nition of Courant braket on E, we knowthat [σ(X), σ(Y )] ∈ Γbas(K
⊥) is a lift of [σ(X), σ(Y )] ∈ Γ(E). Hene

Hσ(X,Y,Z) = 2〈[σ(X), σ(Y )], σ(Z)〉(7)
= 2〈[σ(X), σ(Y )], σ(Z)〉.(8)This shows that Hσ desends to the urvature 3-form of E indued by the isotropi splitting

σ. �Remark 3.16. If σ and σ̂ are any two isotropi splittings for E → TM then there is a 2-form
b ∈ Ω2(M) for whih σ(X) − σ̂(X) = b(X, ·) ∈ T ∗M for all X ∈ TM . It is also knownthat Hσ and Hσ̂ di�er by db. Now let σ and σ̂ be adapted to K (Def. 3.11). Then theinterior produt of a vetor X tangent to π(K) with d(j∗b) vanishes, beause d(j∗b) is thedi�erene of 3-forms whih desend to C. Also, b(X, ·) = σ(X)− σ̂(X) ∈ K ∩T ∗M = N∗C.So the interior produt of X with j∗b vanishes too and j∗b desends to a 2-form on C. Thisis onsistent with the fat that by Prop. 3.15 Hσ and Hσ̂ desend to 3-forms that representthe same element of H3(C, R) (namely the �evera lass of E).As an instane of how a splitting adapted to K is used to ompute the �evera lass of theredued Courant algebroid we revisit Example 3.12 of [3℄, beause it is simple and displayshow a redued Courant algebroid an have non-trivial �evera lass even though the originalone has trivial �evera lass. We will reonsider this example in Ex. 3.20 below.Example 3.17. Let M = C = S3 ×S1, denote by ∂t the in�nitesimal generator of the ationof the irle on S3 giving rise to the Hopf bundle p : S3 → S2, and by s the oordinate onthe seond fator S1. Let E = TM ⊕T ∗M the untwisted (i.e. H = 0) Courant algebroid on
M . We hoose the rank-one subbundle K to be spanned by ∂t + ds. Choose a onnetionone form α for the irle bundle S3 → S2, and denote by XH ∈ TS3 the horizontal lift ofa vetor X on S2. K⊥ is spanned by {∂t, ∂s − α,XH , p∗ξ, ds} where X (resp. ξ) runs over



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 12all vetors (resp. ovetors) on S2. Sine ds is losed the adjoint ation of ∂t + ds is justthe Lie derivative w.r.t. ∂t, whih kills any of ∂t, α,XH , p∗ξ, ∂s, ds. In partiular Γbas(K
⊥)spans K⊥. Hene the assumptions of Thm. 3.7 are satis�ed, and on S2 × S1 we have aredued exat Courant algebroid. Now we hoose the splitting σ : TM → K⊥ as follows:

σ(∂t) = ∂t + ds, σ(XH ) = XH + 0 for all X ∈ TS2, σ(∂s) = ∂s − α.This splitting is isotropi, its image lies in K⊥ and it maps projetable vetor �elds toelements of Γbas(K
⊥) as one heks diretly using [∂t + ds, ·] = L∂t

. Hene σ satis�es theonditions of Def. 3.11, i.e. it is a splitting adapted to K.Now we ompute Hσ. If X,Y are vetor �elds on S2 we have [σ(XH), σ(Y H)] =
[XH , Y H ] + 0 = ([X,Y ]H − F (X,Y )∂t) + 0 where F ∈ Ω2(S2) is the urvature of α. Also
[σ(∂s), σ(XH )] = 0 + p∗(iXF ), and the analog omputation for other other ombinations ofpairs of σ(∂t), σ(XH ), σ(∂s) is zero. From this we dedue that Hσ = p∗F ∧ ds. This formdesends to the 3-form F ∧ ds on S2 × S1, and by Prop. 3.15 it represents the �evera lassof the redued Courant algebroid E.As pointed out in [3℄ F ∧ ds de�nes a non-trivial ohomology lass. An �explanation� forthis fat is that by Prop. 3.15 to obtain a 3-form on C that desends to a representativeof the �evera lass of E we need to hoose a splitting adapted to K; the trivial splitting
σ̂ : TM → TM ⊕T ∗M , whih delivers Hσ̂ = 0, fails to be one beause it does not map into
K⊥.3.4. Expliit formulae in the split ase. In this subsetion we onsider a split ex-at Courant algebroid and write down in expliit terms our redution proedure for exatCourant algebroids (Thm. 3.7).Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M and let C be a submanifold endowed witha oisotropi subbundle K⊥ of E satisfying π(K⊥) = TC. Assume that F := π(K) isintegrable and C/F smooth. Now onsider the ase that E is equal to (TM ⊕T ∗M, [·, ·]H ),where H is some losed 3-form on M . Then there is a unique bilinear form F̂ : TC×F → Rwith

K⊥ = {(X, ξ) : X ∈ TC, ξ|F = F̂ (X, ·)},and the restrition of F̂ to F × F is skew-symmetri (Prop. 2.2 of [20℄). Sine the sub-bundle K⊥ and the bilinear form F̂ determine eah other, in the following we will useinterhangeably the one or the other.Proposition 3.18. Consider the Courant algebroid (TM⊕T ∗M, [·, ·]H ) where H is a losed3-form on M , and let j : C → M be a submanifold endowed with a regular integrable foliation
F so that C := C/F be smooth. Let F̂ : TC × F → R be a bilinear form whih is skew-symmetri on F × F .Then F̂ indues an exat Courant algebroid on C as in Thm. 3.7 i� there exists anextension F ∈ Ω2(C) of F̂ so that dF + j∗H desends to C. For any F ∈ Ω2(C) asabove, dF + j∗H desends to a 3-form representing the �evera lass of the redued Courantalgebroid.Remark 3.19. In the ourse of the proof and later on we will use the following fat whihholds for any 2-form F on C and follows by a straight-forward omputation using eq. (3):if Xi + ξi are setions of the maximal isotropi subbundle τF

C := {(X, ξ) ∈ TC ⊕ T ∗M |C :
ξ|TC = iXF} then(9) 2〈[X1 + ξ1,X2 + ξ2]H ,X3 + ξ3〉 = (j∗H + dF )(X1,X2,X3).



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 13Proof. Suppose that there exists an extension F ∈ Ω2(C) of F̂ so that dF + j∗H desendsto C. Let B ∈ Ω2(M) any extension of F , and σ the indued splitting of TM ⊕ T ∗M (so
σ(Y ) = (Y, iY B) for Y ∈ TM). We show now that σ is a splitting adapted to K; thenby Prop. 3.13 we an onlude that F̂ indues an exat Courant algebroid over C. Tohek that σ is an adapted splitting, notie �rst that σ(TC) ⊂ K⊥ beause B extends F̂ .Pik a projetable vetor �eld Y on C; we want to show that 〈[k, (Y, iY B)], e〉 = 0 for all
k ∈ Γ(K), e ∈ Γ(K⊥). Sine K = σ(F) + N∗C by Remark 3.12 and N∗C is spanned bylosed 1-forms (whih at trivially via the braket), we may assume that k = (X, iXB) forsome vetor �eld X ⊂ F . Sine K⊥ = σ(TC) + F◦ we an write e = (Z, iZB) + ξ where
Z ∈ TC and ξ ∈ F◦. Sine the tangent omponent of [(X, iXB), (Y, iY B)] lies in F (beause
Y is a projetable vetor �eld), we are left with showing that 〈[(X, iXB), (Y, iY B)], (Z, iZB)〉vanishes. Sine B ∈ Ω2(M) is an extension of F ∈ Ω2(C), by (9) this expression is equal to
1
2 (dF + j∗H)(X,Y,Z), whih vanishes sine we assumed that dF + j∗H desends to C. Sowe showed that σ is a splitting adapted to K.Conversely, let us assume that F̂ indues an exat Courant algebroid E on C as in Thm.3.7. By Prop. 3.13 there exists a splitting σ : TM → TM ⊕ T ∗M adapted to K, whihis neessarily of the form σ(Y ) = (Y, iY B) for some B ∈ Ω2(M). As above, the fat that
σ(TC) ⊂ K⊥ means that B extends F̂ . Sine σ is an adapted splitting, by Prop. 3.15
j∗(Hσ) ∈ Ω3(C) desends (to a representative of the �evera lass of E). By de�nition of
Hσ we have

j∗(Hσ)(X,Y,Z) = 2〈[(X, iXB), (Y, iY B)], (Z, iZB)〉,whih together with eq. (9) shows that j∗(Hσ) is equal to dF + j∗H, where F = j∗B; hene
dF + j∗H desends.To onlude the proof of the theorem notie that, as we showed in the �rst half of theproof, any extension F ∈ Ω2(C) of F̂ so that dF + j∗H desends to C is the restrition ofa B ∈ Ω2(M) orresponding to a splitting adapted to K. �Example 3.20. Consider again Example 3.17: M = C = S3 × S1, H = 0, and K is spannedby ∂t +ds where ∂t is the in�nitesimal generator of the ation of the irle on S3 (giving riseto the Hopf bundle S3 → S2) and s the oordinate on the seond fator S1. K⊥ orrespondsto F̂ : TM × R∂t → R given by −ds ⊗ (α|R∂t

), where α is a onnetion one form for theirle bundle S3 → S2. F̂ extends to F = α ∧ ds ∈ Ω2(M), and dF desends to Fα ∧ dson S2 × S1 (where Fα ∈ Ω2(S2) is the urvature of α), whih by Prop. 3.18 representsthe �evera lass of the the Courant algebroid obtained reduing (TM ⊕ T ∗M, [·, ·]0) via thesubbundle K.In the above example one sees easily that any exat Courant algebroid on S2 × S1 anbe obtained from (TM ⊕ T ∗M, [·, ·]0) via redution, where M = S3 × S1. Indeed (adoptingthe notation of the example above) any lass [H̃] in H3(S2 × S1, R) has a representative ofthe form λFα ∧ ds for some λ ∈ R, and restriting F := λα ∧ ds ∈ Ω2(M) to TM × R∂tgives rise to a subbundle K⊥ ⊂ TM ⊕T ∗M whih by Prop. 3.18 produes by redution thedesired [H̃ ]-twisted Courant algebroid.This is an instane of the followingProposition 3.21. Let M be a manifold endowed with an integrable distribution F so that
M := M/F is smooth, denote by p the projetion, and let H ∈ Ω3(M). The �evera lassesof the Courant algebroids on M obtained from (TM ⊕T ∗M, [·, ·]H ) by redution (as in Thm.3.7) are exatly the preimages of [H] under p∗ : H3(M, R) → H3(M, R).



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 14Proof. Given any isotropi subbundle K of (TM ⊕ T ∗M, [·, ·]H ) with π(K) = F and sat-isfying the assumption of Thm. 3.7, hoose an adapted splitting σ. By Prop. 3.15 theurvature Hσ of the splitting desends to a 3-form Hσ representing the �evera lass of theredued Courant algebroid of M , and p∗[Hσ] = [Hσ] = [H].Conversely let H̃ be a 3-form on M so that p∗[H̃] = [H]. This means that there exists a2-form F on M so that dF + H = p∗H̃. In partiular dF + H desends, and by Prop. 3.18
F̂ := F |TC×F orresponds to a oisotropi subbundle K⊥ of (TM ⊕ T ∗M, [·, ·]H ) whih byredution produes an exat Courant algebroid on M with �evera lass [H̃]. �4. The ase of Dira struturesLet E be an exat Courant algebroid over M . Reall [7℄ that a Dira struture is amaximal isotropi subbundle of E whih is losed under the Courant braket. Now we let
C be a submanifold of M and onsider a maximal isotropi subbundle L ⊂ E de�ned over
C (not neessarily satisfying π(L) ⊂ TC).The following is analog to Thm. 4.2 of [3℄.Proposition 4.1 (Dira redution). Let E → M and K → C satisfy the assumptions ofThm. 3.7, so that we have an exat Courant algebroid E → C. Let L be a maximal isotropisubbundle of E|C suh that L ∩ K⊥ has onstant rank, and assume that

[Γ(K),Γ(L ∩ K⊥)] ⊂ Γ(L + K).(10)Then L desends to a maximal isotropi subbundle L of E → C. If furthermore
[Γbas(L ∩ K⊥),Γbas(L ∩ K⊥)] ⊂ Γ(L + K).(11)then L is an (integrable) Dira struture. Here Γbas(L ∩ K⊥) := Γ(L) ∩ Γbas(K

⊥)Proof. At every p ∈ C we have a Lagrangian relation9 between Ep and (K⊥/K)p given by
{(e, e + Kp) : e ∈ K⊥

p }. The image of Lp under this relation, whih we denote by L(p),is maximal isotropi beause Lp is. Doing this at every point of C we obtain a maximalisotropi subbundle of K⊥/K, whih is furthermore smooth beause L(p) is the image of
(L∩K⊥)p, whih has onstant rank by assumption, under the projetion K⊥

p → (K⊥/K)p.Reall that in Thm. 3.7 we identi�ed (K⊥/K)p and (K⊥/K)q when p and q lie inthe same leaf of π(K), and that the identi�ation was indued by the Courant algebroidautomorphism Φ of E obtained integrating any sequene of loally de�ned setions k1, . . . , knof K that join p to q (see Remark 3.8). Assumption (10) (together with Lemma 3.5 1)) isexatly what is needed to ensure that Φ maps L∩K⊥ into (L + K)∩K⊥ = (L∩K⊥) + K,so that L(p) gets identi�ed with L(q). As a onsequene we obtain a well-de�ned smoothmaximal isotropi subbundle L of the redued Courant algebroid E, i.e. an almost Dirastruture for E. Now assume that (11) holds, and take two setions of L, whih by abuse ofnotation we denote e1, e2. Sine L∩K⊥ has onstant rank we an lift them to setions e1, e2of Γbas(L ∩ K⊥). As for all elements of Γbas(K
⊥) their braket lies in Γbas(K

⊥), and byassumption it also lies in L+K, so [e1, e2] is a basi setion of (L+K)∩K⊥ = (L∩K⊥)+K.Its projetion under K⊥/K → E, whih is by de�nition the braket of e1 and e2, lies thenin L. �9A lagrangian (or anonial) relation between two vetor spaes V, W endowed with (ever or odd) sym-pleti forms σV , σW is a maximal isotropi subspae of (V, σV ) × (W,−σW ).



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 15Example 4.2 (Coisotropi redution). Let (M,Π) be a Poisson manifold and C a oisotropisubmanifold10. It is known [7℄ that the harateristi distribution F := ♯N∗C is a singularintegrable distribution; assume that it is regular and the quotient C = C/F be smooth. Itis known that D = {(♯ξ, ξ) : ξ ∈ T ∗P} is a Dira struture for the standard (i.e. H = 0)Courant algebroid TM ⊕ T ∗M . By Example 3.10, hoosing K = F ⊕ N∗C, we know thatwe an redue this Courant algebroid and obtain the standard Courant algebroid on C.Using Prop. 4.1 now we show that L := D|C also desends. L ∩ K⊥ has onstant ranksine it's isomorphi to F◦. To hek (10) we use the fat that K is spanned by losed1-forms and hamiltonian vetor �elds of funtions vanishing on C. The former at trivially,the latter (ating by Lie derivative) map Γ(L) to itself beause hamiltonian vetor �eldspreserve the Poisson struture. An arbitrary setion of K maps Γ(L∩K⊥)] to Γ(L+K) bythe �Leibniz rule in the �rst entry� (see Setion 2), so (10) is satis�ed. Further it's known[7℄ that the integrability of Π is equivalent to Γ(D) being losed under the Courant braket,so (11) holds. Hene Prop. 4.1 tells us that Π desends to a Dira struture on C. Thisof ourse is the well-known Poisson struture on C determined by pr∗{f
1
, f

2
} = {f1, f2}|C ,where pr : C → C and fi is any extension on pr∗f

i
to M .Prop. 4.1 allows us to interpret some results of Setion 3 in a more oneptual way.Remark 4.3. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M , and K → C a subbundlesatisfying the assumptions of Thm. 3.7. Then, by the presription σ 7→ L := σ(TM),splittings σ adapted to K orrespond exatly to subbundles L ⊂ E with π(L) = TMsatisfying (ompare with Def. 3.11)a) L is maximal isotropib) π(L ∩ K⊥) = TC) [Γ(K),Γ(L ∩ K⊥)] ⊂ Γ(L + K), whih is just eq. (10).In partiular L satis�es the assumptions of Prop. 4.1 and therefore desends to a maximalisotropi subbundle L of E. Beause of π(L∩K⊥) = TC it is lear that the anhor maps Lonto TC, hene L orresponds to an isotropi splitting of the redued Courant algebroid E.This splitting is just the splitting σ onstruted n Prop. 3.15. Remark 4.4 below will makelear that the indued splitting σ doesn't depend on the whole of L but atually dependsonly on j∗L, the pullbak of L to C. This explains also why Prop. 3.18 involves only a2-form F on C (whih enodes j∗L).Now we omment on why we hose to perform our redutions (Thm. 3.7 and Prop. 4.1)diretly and not by �rst pulling bak our subbundles to the submanifold C.Remark 4.4. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M and C a submanifold of M .Then with K̂ = N∗C (and K̂⊥ = π−1(TC)) the assumptions of Thm. 3.7 are satis�ed;indeed all the setions of K̂⊥ are basi. Hene we reover Lemma 3.7 of [3℄, whih says that

EC := K̂⊥/K̂ is an exat Courant algebroid over C.Now let K be an isotropi subbundle of E over C suh that π(K⊥) = TC. For any
p ∈ C we have the inlusion of oisotropi subspaes K⊥

p ⊂ K̂⊥
p . Hene, applying (the oddversion of) sympleti redution in stages we know that K⊥

p /Kp
∼= i∗K⊥

p /i∗Kp as vetorspaes with non-degenerate symmetri pairing, where i∗Kp denotes the (isotropi) subspaeof (EC)p given by the image of Kp under K̂⊥
p → K̂⊥

p /K̂p. Now assume that the quotient
C of C by the foliation integrating π(K) be a smooth manifold. One an hek that theassumptions of Thm. 3.7 for the oisotropi subbundle K⊥ ⊂ E and for the oisotropi10This means that ♯N∗C ⊂ TC, where ♯ : T ∗M → TM is the ontration with Π.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 16subbundle K̂⊥ ⊂ EC are equivalent, and that when they are satis�ed the two redued exatCourant algebroids over C obtained via Thm. 3.7 oinide. Hene, reduing diretly K⊥ or�rst restriting to C and then reduing amounts exatly to the same thing.Now we introdue a new piee of data, namely a maximal isotropi subbundle L ⊂ E|Csuh that L ∩ K⊥ has onstant rank. The restrition i∗L of L to C generally is not asmooth subbundle. If we assume that L ∩ N∗C has onstant rank then i∗L is smooth. Inthis ase using i∗(L ∩ K⊥) = i∗L ∩ i∗K⊥ one an show that L ∩ K⊥ has onstant ranki� i∗L ∩ i∗K⊥ does, that the remaining assumptions of Prop. 4.1 (i.e. (10) and (11)) for
L ⊂ E and i∗L ⊂ EC are equivalent, and that the redued Dira strutures on C oinide.Sine restriting to C fores an extra assumption on L, altogether it is preferable to redue
L diretly than �rst restriting to C.In the next setion we will onsider a generalized omplex struture on M , whih is inpartiular an endomorphism J of E whih leaves invariant 〈·, ·〉, and ask when it desends tothe Courant algebroid E indued by K⊥ ⊂ E. The endomorphism J an not generally bepulled bak to C: as the omposition of three Lagrangian relations11 EC ∼ E ∼ E ∼ EC theendomorphism J will indue a Lagrangian relation from EC to itself, but this will usuallynot be the graph of an honest endomorphism12. As it is easier to indue an endomorphism of
E from one on E rather than from a Lagrangian relation on EC , we made our onstrutionsso to redue diretly rather than �rst restrit to C.An alternative desription of generalized omplex strutures on M is given in terms ofa Dira struture LC in the omplexi�ation of E; however even from this perspetive it ispreferable to redue diretly LC rather than than �rst restrit to C, in order to avoid extraassumptions on LC.5. The ase of generalized omplex struturesLet E be an exat Courant algebroid over M . Reall that a generalized omplex strutureis a vetor bundle endomorphism J of E whih preserves 〈·, ·〉, squares to −IdE and forwhih the Nijenhuis tensor(12) NJ (e1, e2) := [J e1,J e2] − [e1, e2] − J ([e1,J e2] + [J e1, e2]).vanishes13.The analog of the following proposition when a group ation is present is Thm. 4.8 of[19℄; we borrow the �rst part of our proof from them, but use di�erent arguments to provethe integrability of the redued generalized omplex struture.Proposition 5.1 (Generalized omplex redution). Let E → M and K → C satisfy theassumptions of Thm. 3.7, so that we have an exat Courant algebroid E → C. Let J be ageneralized omplex struture on M suh that JK ∩K⊥ has onstant rank and is ontainedin K. Assume further that [Γ(K),J (Γbas(K

⊥ ∩ JK⊥))] ⊂ Γ(K) (i.e. that J applied toany basi setion of JK⊥∩K⊥ is again a basi setion). Then J desends to a generalizedomplex struture J on E → C.11The seond relation is the graph of J , the third one is given by {(e, e + K̂) : e ∈ K̂⊥}, and similarlythe �rst one.12It is exatly when J K̂ ∩ K̂⊥ ⊂ K̂.13NJ oinides with the Nijenhuis tensor of J written with the skew-symmetrized Courant braket, moreommonly found in the literature, as an be seen using that J preserves the symmetri pairing and squaresto −1.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 17Remark 5.2. The linear algebra onditions on JK ∩K⊥ are in partiular satis�ed when Jpreserves K (in whih ase the proof below simpli�es quite a bit as well), for in that ase
JK ∩ K⊥ = K. The opposite extreme ase is when JK ∩ K⊥ = {0}.Proof. First we show that J indues a smooth14 endomorphism of the vetor bundle K⊥/Kover C. Indeed JK ∩ K⊥ ⊂ K is equivalent to JK⊥ + K ⊃ K⊥, so that K⊥ = K⊥ ∩
(JK⊥ + K) = (K⊥ ∩ JK⊥) + K. From this it is lear that K⊥ ∩ JK⊥ maps surjetivelyunder Π : K⊥ → K⊥/K. Sine ker(Π|K⊥∩JK⊥) = (K⊥ ∩ JK⊥) ∩ K = K ∩ JK⊥, by ouronstant rank assumption we obtain a smooth vetor bundle K⊥ ∩ JK⊥/ker(Π|K⊥∩JK⊥)anonially isomorphi to K⊥/K.We use again the assumption JK ∩ K⊥ ⊂ K, interpreting it as follows: if e lies in thekernel of Π : K⊥ → K⊥/K and J e ∈ K⊥ then J e is still in the kernel. This appliesin partiular to all e ∈ ker(Π|K⊥∩JK⊥) (sine K⊥ ∩ JK⊥ is J -invariant), so we deduethat J leaves ker(ΠK⊥∩JK⊥) invariant, i.e. J indues a well-de�ned endomorphism on
K⊥ ∩ JK⊥/ker(Π|K⊥∩JK⊥) ∼= K⊥/K. Further it is lear that it squares to −1 andpreserves the indued symmetri pairing on K⊥/K.Now take a setion e of E, lift it to a (automatially basi) setion e of K⊥ ∩ JK⊥.Then by assumption J e is again a basi setion; this shows that the endomorphism on
K⊥ ∩ JK⊥/ker(Π|K⊥∩JK⊥) desends to an endomorphism J of E.We are left with showing that J is integrable, i.e. with showing that the Nijenhuis tensor
NJ vanishes. Let e1, e2 be elements of E, extend them to loal setions and pull them bakto basi setions e1, e2 of K⊥∩JK⊥. We laim that NJ (e1, e2) is a lift of NJ (e1, e2); sinethe former vanishes, the latter vanishes too and we are done.To prove our laim we reason as follows. By the de�nition of J we known that J ei ∈

Γbas(K
⊥ ∩ JK⊥) is a lift of J (ei), hene the four Courant brakets of setions appearingon the r.h.s. of (12) are lifts of the analogous brakets in E. Sine Γbas(K

⊥) is losed underthe Courant braket we know that the term(13) ([e1,J e2] + [J e1, e2])of (12) lies15 in Γbas(K
⊥). However, to onlude that applying J to (13) we obtain a liftof the analogous term in E (and hene that NJ (e1, e2) is a lift of NJ (e1, e2)), we stillneed to show that (13) is a setion of JK⊥, beause then it will lie in JK⊥ ∩ K⊥ whihis where we let J at to de�ne J . To this aim pik a setion k of K, and apply theLeibniz rule C4) to π(e1)〈J e2,J k〉 and to π(J e1)〈e2,J k〉, both of whih vanish beause

e2,J e2 ⊂ JK⊥ ∩ K⊥ = (K + JK)⊥ and π(e1), π(J e1) ⊂ π(K⊥) = TC. Taking the sumof the two equations we obtain(14) 0 = 〈[e1,J e2] + [J e1, e2],J k〉 + 〈e2,−J [e1,J k] + [J e1,J k]〉.Now the vanishing of NJ (e1, k) means that −J [e1,J k] + [J e1,J k] = [e1, k] + J [J e1, k],and the latter lies in K + JK beause e1 and J e1 are in partiular basi setions of K⊥.Hene the last term in (14) vanishes, and we dedue that [e1,J e2] + [J e1, e2] has zerosymmetri pairing with JK, i.e. that it lies in JK⊥. �In Prop. 5.1 the ondition [Γ(K),J (Γbas(K
⊥ ∩ JK⊥))] ⊂ Γ(K) does not follow fromthe integrability of J (see Ex. 5.3 below for an expliit example); this is not surprising.In Setion 6 we will onsider submanifolds C for whih the integrability of J does imply14This is lear when J preserves K⊥.15This onludes the proof in the ase JK⊥ = K⊥.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 18all the assumptions of Prop. 5.1, in analogy to the ase of oisotropi submanifolds in thePoisson setting (see also Example 4.2).Example 5.3 (Complex foliations). Take E to be the standard Courant algebroid and J begiven by a omplex struture J on M . Take F to be a real integrable distribution on Mpreserved by J (so J indues the struture of a omplex manifold on eah leaf of F) and
K = F ⊕ 0, so that M := M/π(K) = M/F be smooth. The generalized omplex struture
J preserves K. If J mapped Γbas(K

⊥) into itself16 then by Prop. 5.1 it would followthat M would have an indued generalized omplex struture. Further, it would neessarilyorrespond to an honest omplex struture on M that makes M → M into a holomorphimap. However there are examples for whih suh a omplex struture on M does not exist;in [22℄ Winkelmann quotes an example where M is a twistor spae of real dimension 6 and
M is the 4-dimensional torus.Example 5.4 (Sympleti foliations). Take again E to be the standard Courant algebroidand J be given by a sympleti form ω on M . Take K = F to be a real integrabledistribution on M . One heks that JK ∩ K⊥ is ontained in K only if it is trivial, whihis equivalent to saying that the leaves of F are sympleti submanifolds. J maps basisetions of JK⊥ ∩ K⊥ = Fω ⊕F◦ into basi setions i� the hamiltonian vetor �eld Xπ∗fis a projetable vetor �eld for any funtion f , where pr : M → M := M/F . When this isthe ase the indued generalized omplex struture on M is the sympleti struture givenby the isomorphism of vetor spaes Fω

x
∼= Tpr(x)M (where x ∈ M).Remark 5.5. We reall that a submanifold C of a Poisson manifold (M,Π) is alled oisotropiif ♯N∗C ⊂ TC, where ♯ : T ∗M → TM is given by ontration with Π. In this ase ♯N∗Cis a singular integrable distribution on C, alled harateristi distribution, and it is well-known that when it is regular and the quotient C/♯N∗C is a smooth manifold then it hasan indued Poisson struture.It is known that a generalized omplex manifold (M,J ) omes with a anonial Poissonstruture Π, whose sharp map ♯ is given by the omposition T ∗M →֒ E

J
→ E

π
→ TM . If inProp. 5.1 we assume that J preserves K, then C is a neessarily a oisotropi submanifold,beause from N∗C = (π(K⊥))◦ = K∩ker(π) ⊂ K we have ♯(N∗C) = π(JN∗C) ⊂ π(K) ⊂

π(K⊥) = TC. So C/♯N∗C (if smooth) has an indued Poisson struture. We know thatalso C := C/π(K) has a Poisson struture, indued from the redued generalized omplexstruture. In general π(K) is not the harateristi distribution of C; we just have aninlusion ♯N∗C ⊂ π(K)17. The Poisson struture on C/π(K) is indued from the one on
M in a natural way, namely pr∗{f, g}C = {f, g}M |C where pr : C → C and f, g are anyextensions to M of pr∗(f) and pr∗(g). Indeed df ∈ Γ(K⊥), the ommutativity of diagramin the proof of Thm. 3.7, and the non-degeneray of the symmetri pairing on E imply that
df is basi and indeed a lift of df ∈ Γ(E). Hene J df is a lift of J (df) and

pr∗{f, g}C = pr∗〈J (df), dg〉 = 〈J df, dg〉|C = {f, g}M |C .Given an exat Courant algebroid E on M , reall that a generalized Kähler strutureonsists of two ommuting generalized omplex strutures J1,J2 suh that the symmetribilinear form on E given by 〈J1J2·, ·〉 be positive de�nite. The following result borrows the16This is equivalent to saying that for any vetor �eld X on M whih is projetable the vetor �eld J(X)is also projetable.17A ase in whih this inlusion is strit is when J orresponds to the standard omplex struture on
M = C

n (with omplex oordinates zk = xk + iyk) and K = span{ ∂
∂x1

, ∂
∂y1

}.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 19proof of Thm. 6.1 of [3℄, exept for the fat that the integrability of the redued generalizedomplex strutures is automati by Prop. 5.1.Proposition 5.6 (Generalized Kähler redution). Let E → M and K → C satisfy theassumptions of Prop. 3.7, so that we have an exat Courant algebroid E → C. Let J1,J2be a generalized Kähler struture on M suh that J1K = K. Assume further that J1 maps
Γbas(K

⊥) into itself and that J2 maps Γbas(J2K
⊥ ∩ K⊥) into itself. Then J1,J2 desendto a generalized Kähler struture on E → C.Proof. By Thm. 5.1 J1 indues a generalized omplex struture J1 on E. The orthogonal

KG of K w.r.t. 〈J1J2·, ·〉 is (J2J1K)⊥ = J2K
⊥. Beause of the identity K⊥ = K ⊕ (KG ∩

K⊥) the restrition to J2K
⊥ ∩ K⊥ of the projetion K⊥ → K⊥/K is an isomorphism. Sowe an apply Prop. 5.1 to J2 and obtain a generalized omplex struture J2 on E. Notiethat both J1 and J2 preserve J2K

⊥ ∩ K⊥; pulling bak setions of E to basi setions of
J2K

⊥ ∩ K⊥ one sees that J1,J2 form a generalized Kähler struture on E. �6. The ase of (weak) branesIn this setion we de�ne branes and show that they admit a natural quotient whih isa generalized omplex manifold endowed with a spae-�lling brane. Then we notie thatquotients of more general objets, whih we all �weak branes�, also inherit a generalizedomplex struture; examples of weak branes are oisotropi submanifolds in sympletimanifolds. Finally we show how weak branes an be obtained by passing from a generalizedomplex manifold to a suitable submanifold.6.1. Reduing branes.De�nition 6.1. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M . A generalizedsubmanifold is a pair (C,L) onsisting of a submanifold C ⊂ M and a maximal isotropisubbundle L ⊂ E over C with π(L) = TC whih is losed under the Courant braket (i.e.
[Γ(L),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L) with the onventions of Remark 3.2).We show that this de�nition, whih already appeared in the literature18, is just a splitting-independent rephrasing19 of Gualtieri's original de�nition (Def. 7.4 of [9℄). See also Lemma3.2.3 of [13℄.Lemma 6.2. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over M . Choose an isotropi splitting σfor E, giving rise to an isomorphism of Courant algebroids (E, [·, ·]) ∼= (TM ⊕T ∗M, [·, ·]Hσ )where Hσ is the urvature 3-form of the splitting (see Setion 2). Then pairs (C,L) as inDef. 6.1 orrespond bijetively to pairs (C,F ), where F ∈ Ω2(C) satis�es −i∗Hσ = dF (for
i the inlusion of C in M).Proof. The fat that L ⊂ E is maximal isotropi and π(L) = TC means that under theisomorphism it maps to

τF
C := {(X, ξ) ∈ TC ⊕ T ∗M |C : ξ|TC = iXF}for some 2-form F on C. The orrespondene L ↔ F is learly bijetive. Equation (9)shows that the integrability onditions also orrespond.18It appeared in Def. 3.2.2 of [13℄ with the name �maximally isotropi extended submanifold�. Also, asubbundle L as above but for whih we just ask π(L) ⊂ TC is alled generalized Dira struture in Def. 6.8of [1℄ (in the setting of the skew-symmetri Courant braket).19Up to a sign, sine Def. 7.4 of [9℄ requires i∗Hσ = dF (in the notation of this lemma).
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�By Lemma 6.2 the following de�nition is equivalent to Gualtieri's original one (i.e. toDef. 7.6 of [9℄, again up to a sign):De�nition 6.3. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M and J be a gener-alized omplex struture on E. A generalized omplex submanifold or brane is a generalizedsubmanifold (C,L) satisfying J (L) = L.Now we state the main theorem of this paper. Reall that we gave the de�nition ofoisotropi submanifold in Remark 5.5.Theorem 6.4 (Brane redution). Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold

M , J a generalized omplex struture on E, and (C,L) a brane. Then C is oisotropiw.r.t. the Poisson struture indued by J on M . If the quotient C of C by its harateristifoliation is smooth, thena) E indues an exat Courant algebroid E over Cb) J indues a generalized omplex struture J on E → C) L indues the strutures of a spae-�lling brane on C and the �evera lass of E istrivial.Proof. Reall that the Poisson struture Π indued by J on M (or rather its sharp map ♯) isgiven by the omposition T ∗M →֒ E
J
→ E

π
→ TM . Sine N∗C = (π(L))◦ = L∩ ker(π) ⊂ Lwe have ♯(N∗C) = π(JN∗C) ⊂ π(L) = TC, so C is a oisotropi submanifold. As abovewe let F := ♯N∗C, assume that it be a regular distribution and that C := C/F be a smoothmanifold.a) C, L and F satisfy the assumptions of Prop. 3.14. Hene we an apply Thm. 3.7 with

K := L ∩ π−1(F) and obtain an exat Courant algebroid E over C. Notie that we havenot made use of the integrability of J here, if not for the fat that the indued bivetor Πis integrable and hene the distribution F is involutive.b) Now we hek that the assumptions of Prop. 5.1 are satis�ed. From L ∩ T ∗M =
N∗C, the fat that JN∗C is ontained in L and that it projets onto F we dedue that
K = N∗C +JN∗C, whih is learly preserved by J . So we just need to hek that, for anybasi setion e of K⊥, J e is again basi. Loally we an write K = span{(dgi)|C ,J (dgi)|C}where g1, . . . , gcodim(C) are loal funtions on M vanishing on C. Sine eah dgi is a losedone form, [(dgi)|C ,J e] ⊂ K. Using the fat that the Nijenhuis tensor NJ vanishes (12) wehave

[J (dgi)|C ,J e] = J [J (dgi)|C , e] + J [(dgi)|C ,J e] + [(dgi)|C , e].The �rst term on the r.h.s. lies in K beause e is a basi setion, and the last two beause
dgi is a losed 1-form. So [J (dgi)|C ,J e] ⊂ K, hene e is again a basi setion. Hene theassumptions of Prop. 5.1 are satis�ed, onluding the proof of b).) We want to apply Prop. 4.1 to obtain a brane on C. Sine L ⊂ K⊥ the assumption(10) needed for L to desend reads [Γ(K),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L), and the integrability assumption(11) reads [Γbas(L),Γbas(L)] ⊂ Γ(L). As L is losed under the braket both assumptionshold, and we obtain an (integrable) Dira struture L on C. Furthermore from the fatthat J preserves L we see that J preserves L. Hene (C,L) is a brane for the generalizedomplex struture J on E.If we hose any isotropi splitting for E, as disussed in Lemma 6.2, then L gives rise toa 2-form F̂ on C suh that −dF̂ equals the urvature of the splitting, whih hene is anexat 3-form. This onludes the proof of ) and of the theorem.
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�Remark 6.5. We saw in Thm. 6.4 that branes C are oisotropi and their quotient by theharateristi foliation is endowed with a generalized omplex struture. As pointed out inRemark 5.5, if one starts with a J -invariant oisotropi subbundle K⊥ of E|C (instead ofonstruting one from the brane (C,L) as in Thm. 6.4) in general it is a di�erent quotientof C that is endowed with a generalized omplex struture (via Prop. 5.1). If one piks justany arbitrary oisotropi submanifold C, its quotient by the harateristi foliation inheritsa Poisson struture, but in general it does not inherit a generalized omplex struture: takefor example any odd dimensional submanifold of a omplex manifold.Remark 6.6. When the harateristi foliation of a brane (C,L) ⊂ M is regular, usingoordinates adapted to the foliation one sees that the quotient of small enough open sets

U of C by the harateristi foliation is smooth, and Thm. 6.4 gives a loal statement.However in general the harateristi foliation is singular, as the following example shows.Take M = C
2, the untwisted exat Courant algebroid as E, and as J take (

I Π
0 −I∗

).Here I(∂xi
) = ∂yi

is the anonial omplex struture on C
2 and Π = y1(∂x1 ∧ ∂x2 − ∂y1 ∧

∂y2) − x1(∂y1 ∧ ∂x2 + ∂x1 ∧ ∂y2) is the imaginary part of the holomorphi Poisson bivetor(see [8℄[10℄) z1∂z1 ∧ ∂z2 . It is easy to hek that C = {z2 = 0} with F = 0 de�ne a branefor J , and that the harateristi distribution of C has rank zero at the origin and rank 2elsewhere.Example 6.7 (Branes in sympleti manifolds [9℄). Consider a sympleti manifold (M,ω)and view it as a generalized omplex struture on the standard Courant algebroid. Example7.8 of [9℄ states that if a generalized submanifold (C,F ) (so F is a losed 2-form on C) is abrane then F desends to the quotient C (whih we assume to be smooth), and F + iω isa holomorphi sympleti form on C.Remark 6.8. Suppose that in the setting of Thm. 6.4 E is additionally endowed with some
J2 so that J1,J2 form a generalized Kähler struture. Then using Prop. 5.6 we see that if
J2 desends to E then E is endowed with a generalized Kähler struture too.6.2. Reduing weak branes. We weaken the onditions in the de�nition of brane; at leastfor the time being, we refer to resulting objet as �weak branes�.De�nition 6.9. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M , J a generalizedomplex struture on E. We will all weak brane a pair (C,L) onsisting of a submanifold
C and a maximal isotropi subbundle L ⊂ E|C with π(L) = TC suh that

J (N∗C) ⊂ L, [Γ(K),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L)(15)(where K := L ∩ π−1(F) and F := ♯N∗C, or equivalently K = N∗C + JN∗C.)Notie that weak branes for whih F has onstant rank automatially satisfy the assump-tions of Prop. 3.14. Also notie that in the proof of Thm. 6.4 (exept for )) we just usedproperties of weak branes, hene we obtainProposition 6.10. If in Thm. 6.4 we let (C,L) be a weak brane then C is a oisotropisubmanifold and a) and b) of Thm. 6.4 still hold, i.e. there is a redued Courant algebroidand a redued generalized omplex struture on C (when it is a smooth manifold).



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 22We desribe how weak branes look like in the split ase, i.e. when E = (TM ⊕

T ∗M, [·, ·]H ). We write J in matrix form as (

A Π
ω −A∗

) where A is an endomorphismof TM , Π the Poisson bivetor anonially assoiated to J , and ω a 2-form on M .Corollary 6.11. Let C be a submanifold of M and F ∈ Ω2(C). Fix an extension B ∈
Ω2(M) of F . Then (C, τF

C ) is a weak brane (with smooth quotient C) i� C is oisotropi(with smooth quotient C), A + ΠB : TM → TM preserves TC , and the 3-form dF + i∗Hon C desends to C.In this ase the �evera lass of the redued Courant algebroid E is represented by thepushforward of dF + i∗H. Further there is a splitting of E in whih the redued generalizedomplex struture is
J̃ =

(

Ã Π̃

ω̃ −Ã
∗

)

,where the endomorphism Ã is the pushforward of (A + ΠB)|TC , the Poisson bivetor Π̃ isindued by Π, and the 2-form ω̃ is the pushforward of i∗(ω − BΠB − BA − A∗B).Proof. Sine K is τF
C ∩π−1(F) equation (9) shows that [Γ(K),Γ(τF

C )] ⊂ Γ(τF
C )) is equivalentto the fat that the losed 3-form i∗H+dF desend to C. Now perform a−B-transformation;the transformed objets are L̃ = TC ⊕ N∗C and J̃ =

(

Ã Π̃

ω̃ −Ã∗

), with omponents
Ã = A + ΠB, Π̃ = Π and ω̃ = ω −BΠB − BA− A∗B (see for example [21℄). Hene we seethat the �rst ondition in (15) is equivalent to C begin oisotropi and A + ΠB preserving
TC (a ondition independent of the extension B). Further, sine by the proof of Thm.6.4 J preserves TC ⊕ F◦ and F ⊕ N∗C, it is lear that in the indued splitting of E theomponents of J̃ are indued from those of J̃ .Sine we saw that dF + i∗H desend to C, by Prop. 3.18 the �evera lass of the reduedCourant algebroid E is represented by the pushforward of dF + i∗H. �We use the haraterization of Cor. 6.11 in the following examples.Example 6.12 (Coisotropi redution). If J orresponds to a sympleti struture on M ,then any oisotropi submanifold C endowed with F = 0 is a weak brane. The generalizedomplex struture on C (assumed to be a smooth manifold) orresponds to the reduedsympleti form.If J orresponds to a omplex struture, then any weak brane is neessarily a omplexsubmanifold. If J is obtained deforming a omplex struture in diretion of a holomorphiPoisson struture [8℄[10℄ this is no longer the ase, as in the following two examples. In bothases however the redued generalized omplex strutures we obtain are quite trivial.Example 6.13. Similarly to Remark 6.6 take M to be the open halfspae {(x1, y1, x2, y2) :

y1 > 0} ⊂ C
2, the untwisted exat Courant algebroid as E, and as J take (

I Π
0 −I∗

) where
I(∂xi

) = ∂yi
is the anonial omplex struture on C

2 and Π = y1(∂x1 ∧ ∂x2 − ∂y1 ∧ ∂y2) −
x1(∂y1∧∂x2 +∂x1∧∂y2) is the imaginary part of the holomorphi Poisson bivetor z1∂z1∧∂z2 .We now take C = {(x1, y1, x2, 0) : y1 > 0} and on C the losed 2-form F := − 1

y1
dy1 ∧ dx2.We show that the pair (C,F ) forms a weak brane. By dimension reasons C is oisotropi(the harateristi distribution is regular and spanned by x1∂x1 + y1∂y1), so we just have to



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 23hek that I + ΠB preserves TC, where B the 2-form on M given by the same formula as
F . This is true as one omputes I + ΠB : ∂x1 7→ ∂y1 , ∂y1 7→ −x1

y1
∂y1 , ∂x2 7→ −x1

y1
∂x2.Now we want to ompute the generalized omplex struture on C given by Prop. 6.10,We do so by �rst applying the gauge transformation by −B to obtain a generalized omplexstruture J̃ and then using the di�eomorphism C ∼= (−π

2 , π
2 )×R indued by C → (−π

2 , π
2 )×

R, (x1, y1, x2) 7→ (θ := arctg(x1
y1

), x2). The Poisson braket of the oordinate funtions θ and
x2 on C is omputed by pulling bak the two funtions to C, extending them to the wholeof M and taking their Poisson braket there. This gives the onstant funtion 1. Next theoordinate vetor �eld ∂θ on C is lifted by the vetor �eld x2

1+y2
1

y1
∂x1 on C, and of ourse ∂x2on C is lifted by ∂x2 on C. Applying the endomorphism I + ΠB of TC we see the induedendomorphism on TC is just multipliation by −tg(θ). Finally, the omponent ω̃ of J̃ isgiven by −BI − BΠB − I∗B, whih on C restrits to the 2-form 1

y2
1
(y1dx1 − x1dy1) ∧ dx2,whih in turn is the pullbak of the 2-form (1 + tg2(θ))dθ ∧ dx2 on C. Hene the induedgeneralized omplex struture on C is

(

−tg(θ) · Id ∂θ ∧ ∂x2

(1 + tg2(θ))dθ ∧ dx2 tg(θ) · Id

)

.This is just the gauge transformation by the losed 2-form tg(θ)dθ ∧ dx2 of the generalizedomplex struture on (−π
2 , π

2 ) × R that orresponds to the sympleti form dθ ∧ dx2.Example 6.14. Similarly to the previous example we take M = C
2, the untwisted exatCourant algebroid as E, and as J we take (

I Π
0 −I∗

) where I(∂xi
) = ∂yi

is the anonialomplex struture on C
2 and Π = y1(∂x1 ∧ ∂x2 − ∂y1 ∧ ∂y2)− x1(∂y1 ∧ ∂x2 + ∂x1 ∧ ∂y2). Nowwe let C be the hypersurfae {x2

1 + y2
1 = 1}. The harateristi distribution is generated by

∂y2 , so the quotient C is a ylinder. Let a, b, c ∈ C∞(C) so that, denoting by F(a,b,c) thepullbak to C of
B(a,b,c) := a · dx1 ∧ dy1 + b · dx1 ∧ dx2 + c · dy1 ∧ dx2 − y1 · dx1 ∧ dy2 + +x1 · dy1 ∧ dy2,

dF(a,b,c) desends20 to C. One heks that I∗ + B(a,b,c)Π preserves N∗C, so that (C,F(a,b,c))is a weak brane. A omputation analog to the one of the previous example shows that theredued generalized omplex struture on C = S1 × R with oordinates θ and x2 is givenby
(

λ(a,b) · Id ∂θ ∧ ∂x2

(1 + λ2
(a,b))dθ ∧ dx2 −λ(a,b) · Id

)where λ(a,b) ∈ C∞(C) is the funtion that lifts to −by1 + cx1 ∈ C∞(C) via C → C. Againthis is a gauge transformation of the standard sympleti struture on S1 × R.A onsequene is that for no hoie of a, b, c as above the weak brane (C,F(a,b,c)) isatually a brane. Indeed if this was the ase by Thm. 6.4 we would obtain a spae-�llingbrane for a sympleti struture on S1 × R; applying again Thm. 6.4, by Example 7.8 of[9℄, we would obtain the struture of a holomorphi sympleti manifold on S1 × R, whihan not exist beause holomorphi sympleti manifolds have real dimension 4k for someinteger k.20This happens exatly when F(a,b,c) is losed.



REDUCTION OF BRANES IN GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY 246.3. Cosympleti submanifolds. Reall that a submanifold M̃ of a Poisson manifold
(M,Π) is osympleti if ♯N∗M̃ ⊕ TM̃ = TM |M̃ . It is known (see for example [23℄) thata osympleti submanifold inherits anonially a Poisson struture. The following lemma,whih follows also from more general results of [2℄, says that generalized omplex struturesare also inherited by osympleti submanifolds:Lemma 6.15. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M , J a generalizedomplex struture on E and M̃ a osympleti submanifold of M (w.r.t. the natural Poissonstruture on M indued by J ). Then M̃ is naturally endowed with a generalized omplexstruture.Proof. We want apply Prop. 5.1 with K = N∗M̃ (so K⊥ = π−1(TM̃)). The intersetion
JK ∩ K⊥ is trivial. Indeed if ξ ∈ N∗M̃ and π(J ξ) ∈ TM̃ then by the de�nition ofosympleti submanifold π(J ξ) = 0 (reall that ♯ = πJ |T ∗M ) and the restrition ♯ to
N∗M̃ is injetive, so that ξ = 0. Further, as seen in Remark 4.4, all setions of K⊥ arebasi, so J maps the set of basi setions of JK⊥ ∩K⊥ into itself. Hene the assumptionsof Prop. 5.1 are satis�ed and we obtain a generalized omplex struture on M̃ . �Now we desribe how a pair (C,L) whih doesn't quite satisfy the onditions of Def. 6.9an be regarded as a weak brane by passing to a osympleti submanifold.Proposition 6.16. Let E be an exat Courant algebroid over a manifold M , J a generalizedomplex struture on E, C a submanifold and L a maximal isotropi subbundle of E|C with
π(L) = TC. Suppose that J (N∗C) ∩ π−1(TC) is ontained in L and has onstant rank.Then there exists a submanifold M̃ (ontaining C) whih inherits a generalized omplexstruture J̃ from M , and so that L̃ satis�es J̃ (Ñ∗C) ⊂ L̃. Here L̃ is the pullbak of L to
M̃ and Ñ∗C the onormal bundle of C in M̃ .Further assume that [Γ(L ∩ π−1(F)),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L) where F := ♯N∗C ∩ TC is the har-ateristi distribution of C. Then [Γ(L̃ ∩ π̃−1(F)),Γ(L̃)] ⊂ Γ(L̃). Hene (C, L̃) is a weakbrane in (M̃, J̃ ).Proof. Sine the intersetion of J (N∗C) and π−1(TC) has onstant rank the same holdsfor their sum and for π(J (N∗C) + π−1(TC)) = ♯N∗C + TC. Hene C is a pre-Poissonsubmanifold [6℄ of (M,Π). Fix any omplement R of ♯N∗C + TC in TM |C ; by Theorem3.3 of [6℄, �extending� C in diretion of R we obtain a submanifold M̃ of M whih isosympleti. By Lemma 6.15 we know that M̃ is endowed with a generalized omplexstruture J̃ . Further by the same lemma JK∩K⊥ is trivial. The projetion K⊥ → K⊥/K(for K = N∗M̃) maps JK⊥ ∩ K⊥ isomorphially onto K⊥/K, and J̃ is indued by theation of J on JK⊥ ∩ K⊥. Therefore, denoting by L̃ := L/K the pullbak of L to M̃ ,requiring J̃ (Ñ∗C) ⊂ L̃ is equivalent to requiring that J (N∗C ∩ (JK⊥∩K⊥)) maps into L̃under K⊥ → K⊥/K, whih in turn means J (N∗C)∩K⊥ ⊂ L. Now using K⊥ = π−1(TM̃ ),
TM̃ |C = R ⊕ TC and realling that R was hosen so that R ⊕ (♯N∗C + TC) = TM |C ,it follows that J (N∗C) ∩ K⊥ = J (N∗C) ∩ π−1(TC). So our assumption ensures that
J̃ (Ñ∗C) ⊂ L̃.Finally notie that the projetion K⊥ → K⊥/K maps L onto L̃. Sine π−1(F) is mappedonto π̃−1(F) we also have that L∩π−1(F) is mapped onto L̃∩π̃−1(F). Hene our assumption
[Γ(L ∩ π−1(F)),Γ(L)] ⊂ Γ(L) implies [Γ(L̃ ∩ π̃−1(F)),Γ(L̃)] ⊂ Γ(L̃). �
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